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5.

TELEPHONE AND TESTING APPARATUS

S.B. Position Telephone Circuits
Arrangement of Apparatus. The right-hand panel of the S.B. & Operating position
carries the telephone jackfield and line calling lamps. Magneto working is used in the case
of the S.B. and O.B. control lines and generally also in that of the P.B.X. extensions, although

at some stations common battery working is adopted for these. At Leeds magneto working
is also used for communicating with the studios, but normally the lines communicating with
the studios, and cert,ain other locations, &re e.quipped for common battery working. A
special light-relay box provides visual calling in the studio itself. The station 24 voll battery
serves as the common battery for CB working and also as the local battery for magneto working.
The jacks are mounted in strips, each containing 10 jacks equipped for the same type of

working. The studio and P.B.X. extension jacks and the S.B. control line jacks are
permanently wired via the distribubion frame and, in the case of the latter via a repeating
cnil, to their respective lines. Certain of the,other magneto line jacks are wired to jacks in
the Line Termination bay jackfield, where they can be plugged up as required for extending
O.B. control lines to the S.B. Answering jackfield.
The calling equipment associated with each of the circuits terminated on the position
is mountecl in the desk and the calling lamp is located immediately above the jack with which
it is associated. In certain cases where a long trunk circuit is involved, sensitive answering
equipment, SA/2, replaces the normal magneto calling equipment. The Special Ring Relay
iack associated with the sensitive answering equipment appears in the magneto jackfield
and must be plugged up for calling purposes to the answering jack of the circuit with which
it is to be used. Reset and Alarm Off keys, associated with the equipment, are mounted

on the desk.

A number of cord circuits, usually either 4 or 6, is provided. The Speak-Ring and
Ring Answer Monitor keys, together with the clearing lamps associated with the calling
and answering cords, are mounted on the desk.
A calling alarm circuit is provided and the associated alarm lamp, which lights whenever
an incoming call is received, is mounted at the bottom of the panel-
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S,B. Position Telepftone Qircuits (Contil,)
Mag,neto Calling Equipment. The line wind.ing of the f,ine relay is connected, via a
pondenser and. contacts of the LCO relay, across the line and the relay operates when ringing
current is received. It locks itself up over a third contact of the LCO relay and its own
[olding winding, in series with the winding of the Pilot relay, and also lights the calling lamp
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Callin$ and Alarrn Circuits.

from the 24 volt supply. When the answering cord is plugged into the jack, {24 volts is
applied via the sleeve circuit to the winding of the LCO relay which dperates, interrupting
both tho line and holding circuits of the Line relay.
This relay, therefore, releases extinguishing the calling

lamp. Insertion of the

calling

plug into the Line jack, preparatory to originating an outgoing call, similarly disconnects the

calling circuit.
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S.B. Position Telephone Circuits (Contd'\

Common Battery Calling Equipment. The sleeve and inner tip spring of the Line
to -24 volts and the inner ring spring, via the calling relay, to *24 volts.
party,
by lifting his receiver, places a loop on the line, thereby completing a
The calling

jack are connected

circuit for the operation of the CR relay which lights the calling lamp. When the answering
cord is inserted in the jack, the inner contacts are broken and the relay releases extinguishing
the calling lamp.
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Alarm Circuit. In the case of both magneto and CB calling circuits the circuit over which
'the calling lamp is tighted includes the winding of the Pilot relay. This relay, therefore,
operates whenever an incoming call is received and lights the alarm lamp on the S.B. position.
Over its second contact it completes a circuit via the contacts of the Alarrn Cut- Off key,
for the operation of the CA relay, which upon operation sounds the buzzer and lights the white
alarm lamp, if one is fltted.
Sensitive Answerinp Equipment. The tuned circuit of the RR relay, consisting of its
two windings connected in series aiding via a lpX' condenser, is connected across the line
via the outers oI the Special Ring Relay jack. This circuit has a maximum response at,
the normal ringing frequency of 16 c/s and is considerably more sensitive than the usual Line
relay. The RR relay operates on the incoming ring thereby interrupting the circuit of the
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S.B. Position Telephone Circuits

(Contil,)

normally operated LRR relay which releases and applies the local ringer output across the
line winfing of the Line relay which is of the normal .type. This relay upon operation
provides a holding circuit for itself via the contacts of the Reset key and also lights the
calling lamp via the contacts of the Alarm Off key and the winding of the Pilot relay. Tho
circuit is maintained and the calling lamp remains lit until the holding circuit is interrupted
by the momentary operation of the Reset key.

Operator's Telephone Circuit, TPl4. This is included in X'igure 3. The telephone
transmitter is connected in series with the primary winding of the induction coil and a choke
across lbe 24 volt battery, and the A.C. component of the speech current is by-passed a,cross
the battery by the condenser in series with the contacts of the Transmitter Cut-Off key.
The operator's headphone jacks are connected via break contacts of the List Keys and
Ring Answer-Monitor keys across the secondary of the listening transformer, the primary
of which is shunted. across one half of the induction coil secondary. The Listening keys and
jacks form part of the programme monitoring arrangoments and are also shown in Part 3,
X'igure 4.

Cord Circuit-Magneto Working. An incoming call is

answered by inserting the
in the jack of the calling line (seer'tr'igure 3). The operating circuit of the
SA, MA and LCO relays in series, is completed over the sleeve circuit and the LCO and
SA relays operate. The value of the current flowing is, however, too small to operate the
MA relay. The line is now connected via the tip and ring of the answering plug, across the
primary winding of th.e repeating coil. Operation of the Speak-Ring key to the Speak
position connects the telephone circuit across the secondary of the repeating coil and
answering plug

conversation may then take place.
To originate a call the calling plug is inserted iu the jack of the wanted line, causing the
associated LCO relay and the SC relay.to operate, the MC relay remaining unoperated.
The Speak-Ring key is then operated to the Ring position and the output of the ringer
thereby connected to line via the tip and ring of the calling plug. The key is next operated
to the Speak position so as to connect the liue to the telephone circuit.
If there is already a call on the answering cord waiting to be extended through the calling
cord, the engineer will release his Speak Ring key when the called party arrswers and leave
the two lines connected via the repeating coil. If it should be necessary for him to call back
over the calling line he can do so by operating the Ring Answer-Monitor key to the Ring
Answer position, which connects the output of the ringer across the tip and ring of the
answering plug. If he should wish to listen in to the conversation he can do so by operating
the key to the Monitor position, which transfers his headphone jack from connection across
the secondary of the listerdng transformer to connection &cross the 25,000 ohm resistance
shunted, in series with a condenser, across the tip and ring of the answering plug.
Monitoring should never be carried out by throwing the Speak-Ring key to the Speak
position, since in this condition the low impedance telephone circuit is connected across
the line, thereby introducing a considerable Ioss into the communication circuit. The use
of the Transmitter Cut-Off key is for cutting out external noise so as to facilitate listening
when conversing over a long-distance circuit.
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Upon the completion of the conversation one of the parties will ring ofi, whereupon
relay CA or CC, as the ease may be, will operate, its line vinding being connected via the
contacts of the associated M relay in series with one winding of the repeating coil. The C
relay upon operation locks itself up by means of its holding winding over the contact of the
S relay, which has remained operated over the sleeve circuit. Over its second contact the
C relay lights the clearing lamp. The connection is broken down by withdrawing the calling
and answering plugs, whereupon the S relays releaee. The operated C relay thereupon
releases and extinguishes the clearing lamp. The LCO relays in the calling circuits also
release when the plugs are withdrawn.

Cord Circuit-Common Battery Working. When the answering plug is inserted in the
jack of a calling line, the calling lamp is extinguished and the MA and SA relays both operate,
the value of the current being greater than in the case of magneto working, due to the fact
that the winding of the LCO relay is no longer in circuit. The MA relay upon operatiorr
disconnects the line winding of the CA relay from the repeating coil and connects this to
f 24 volts through a retardation coil and to -24 volts through the winding of the YA relay.
Ov'ing to the loop on the line at the calling end curreht will flow and the YA relay will operate,
interrupting the clearing lamp circuit. The Speak-Ring key is then operated to the Speak
position and establishes the communication circuit as described for magneto working.
A call is originated bv inserting the calling plug in the jack of the wanted line, whereupon
the MC and SC relays operate. The MC relay connects the battery a,cross the line in series
with the repeating coil and the winding of relay YC. The line not being looped the YC
relay will not operate and the clearing lamp associated with the calling cord will therefore
light. The Speak-Ring key is now thrown to the Ring position connecting the output of
the ringer across the tip and ring of the calling plug, thereby causing the calling signal to be
received by the wanted extension (see ' Studio Telephone Circuit'). When the telephone is
answered a loop is placed on the line and the YC relay operates, extinguishing the clearing
lamp. The Speak-Ring key is then operated to the Speak position connecting the line
across the secondary of the induction coil, so

that conversation can proceed.

If there is a,lready a call waiting on the answering cord it can be extend,ed over the
calling cord by restoring the Speak-Ring key to the mid position. When the conversing
parties hang-up the loop on thoir lines is removed; consequently the Y relays release and the
clearing lamps light. Withdrawal of the plugs releases the M relays and extinguishes the
clearing lamps.

o

Where the PBX extensions are arranged for CB working, the PBX line is connected
to the jack in the S.B. answering field in such a way that the PBX 24volt, battery is aiding
bhe control room 24 volt battery. When PBX calls S.B. twice the normal current will flow
through the CR relav and when S.B. answers twice the normal current will flow through one
half of the repeating coil, the retard coil and the YA relay in the cord circuit. Although
this latter cument is of the order of 200 mA. it will not afiect the satisfa,ctory working of the
apparattrs.
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Studio Telephone Circuits
The studio telephone circuit is normally arranged for calling by ringing in the listening
room and by the white light in the studio. It' therefore includes a standard neophono circuit
wired to a studio-light relay box.
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Figure 4 shows the arrangement employing SLR/2. With the hand-rnicrotelephone
resting on its cradle, the line winding of the Line relay in the relay box is connected in series
with a condenser across the line. This relay operates on the ringrng current and connects
its holdine winding across the line, and the relay is therefore held, operated by the common
battery which is connected across the line at the calling end, as has been described, by the
act of inserting the calling plug into the Line jack. The operation of the Line relay completes
the circuit for the operation of the Studio-Light relay which in turn lights the white alarm
light in the studio from the mains.
When the hand-microtelephone is lifted the cradle-switch releases, connecting the
instrument across the line and breaking the holding circuit of the Line relay, thereby causing
this relay and the Studio-Light relay to release and the studio light to be extinguished.
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In some cases it has been found that the use of a bell in the [istening room for telephone
calling is objectiorrable on account of inadequate sound insulation between the listening
room and the studio, and in such cases a white Iight operated by the Studio-Light relay is
substituted. Where this condii;ion has been foreseen at the outset, the relay box is simplified
by omitting the Line relay and connecting the winding of the Studio-Light relay in series
with the cradle switch across the line so that it operates from the common battery as soon
as the calling plug is inserted in the Line jack. This arrangement is know-n as SLR/2A.

Drawi,ng A.22O3, Iesue

2,

Fig. 5. Magneto Telephone Clrcuit.

The magneto circuit used for the studio extensions at Leeds is shown in Figure 5. The
bell and the light-relay circuit are connected across the line via the break contact of an
auxitiary switch on the magneto, and both operate on en incoming ring, the 16 c/s current
being rectified for the operation of the Light relay by a metal rectifier. Current for the
telephone transrnitter is provided by a 3 volt dry battery, the circuit which includes the
primary of the induction coil, being completed by the cradle switch whon the handset is lifted.
The secondary of the induction coil is connected in series with ono leg of the line, and the cradleswitch connects the telephone receiver: across the line in series with the break contact of the
magneto auxiliary switch. When the magneto is operated to originate a call to the control
room its auxiliary switch changes over the line connection from the telephone receiver, bell,
and studio-light relay circuit to the magneto output.
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Test Bays
The A.C. testing apparatus provided in provincial corrtrol rooms is designed to enable
transmission loss, gain or level, me&surements to be made at frequencies between 25 c/s and
10,000 c/s.

The equipment includes the following appa,iatus:Variable tone source
Oscillator amplif.er
Transmission measuring set, . .

TS/4 or TS/5
oAi r
TM/l

AT12
Variable attenuator
AD/2 or ADi3
Amplifi.er detect'or
In addition to the above a Valve Testing panel VT/2 is supplied at each station.
The routine tests laid down include the calibration of programme meters and the
measurement of the transmission equivalont and frequency respon.se characteristics of
S.B. Unks and transmitter tie-lines. Other measurements that may be required from
time to time are the transmission equivalent and frequency response characteristics of
Iines employed in outside broadcasting, and gain or loss measurements to determine
the frequency characteristics of amplifiers,equalisers and other networks. Such measurements may be required to be made either with the apparatus connected as under normal
working conditions (e.g. working uol,tage gain oy loss), or connected between a 600 ohm
sending circuit and a 600 ohm termination (e.g. 600 ohm test l,oss or gain). The

description and use of the apparatus is covered in Division 9.
The Test bay also carries D.C. Test meter and Telephone panels, the latter known as
TP/2, and a shelf equipped with the associated cords and keys. The equipment at Edinburgh
d.iffers slightty from that at the other stations. This equipment and its operation are
described

in a section of Division

9.

Telephone Repeaters
repeaters are equipped for linking up two sections of the
S.B. control line for through circuit working. These are of the two-wire type using separate
amplifiers for each direction of working. The standard pattern R'Pzll, is normally used but
at Newcastle (and Manchester) a high-gain repeater with a voice-operated relay panel is used.
Pending the provision of repeater switching, the Up, Down and Mon jacks of the
repeater a,ppear in the jackfield, and a pair of cords are provided for plugging up the two
lines to the repeater. There are no lamp indications associated with the cord circuit, but the
conversation can be monitored by connecting headphones in the Mon jack.
The balancing networks normalJy connected (via the inners of the repeater BN jacks
on the Test bay jackfield) are designed to balance the Iines with which the repeater is
normally required. Networks for other lines are sometimes also equipped and these can be
brought into circuit when needed by plugging up the associated jack to the appropriate
BN jack of the repeater.
The repeater is switched on from the Test bay and must be switched off when the
connection is broken down, since with the lines disconnected it will howl round its circuit
and may give rise to induction on the programme circuit,s.

At certain stations telephone
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